
Segunda SEMANA 5° PRIMARIA: 

 

➢ SCIENCE:   

LIVING ORGANISMS: PLANTS (UNIT 1) pages 10-11 

1. Why are plants so important? 

 

2. Circle [rodea] the correct word: 

 

- Plants are unicellular/ multicellular.  

- Plants are autotrophic / heterotrophic.  

- Plants have got / haven't got organs. 

- Leaves are normally red / green.  

- The roots fix the plants to the air / ground.  

 

3. Draw a beautiful plant and label [escribe] its parts. 

 

 

 

➢ ENGLISH:     

 

DESCRIBING JOHN'S HOME: 
 

Read this text: 

MY HOME: 

Hi, my name's John.  

I live in a flat, with my mother and my sister.  

When you go in, you can find a hall*. On the right, there is a kitchen. 
In front of* the kitchen there is a dining-room and on the left there 

are three bedrooms and a bathroom. 

The kitchen is small, but it’s OK for us. In the kitchen, there is a 
window. The curtains are yellow. There is a sink*. In the middle, 

there is a white table and two white chairs. Oh, there are some 
cupboards, too!, for pans*, dishes and so on. 



 In the dining-room there is a big table and four black chairs. There is 

a piece of furniture* with glasses and DVDs, and there are some 
pictures on the walls. On the right, you can find a green sofa. 
Opposite* the sofa is the TV. I go to sleep in front of the TV after 

lunch! There are some plants and there is a big window. This room 
has a lot of light. I love it! 

- Piece of furniture: mueble 

- Hall: entrada 

- In front of = opposite: en frente de, delante 

- Sink: fregadero, lavabo  

- Pans:  sartenes, cazuelas  

 

1. Who does John live with? 

 

2. What are the parts of the house? 

 

3. What's there in the middle of the kitchen? 

 

4. Make a list of the things that you can find in the dining-

room.  
 

 

 


